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Abstract: A new methodology to predict interfacial debonding phenomena in fibre-reinforced
polymer (FRP) concrete beams in the serviceability load condition is proposed. The numerical model,
formulated in a bi-dimensional context, incorporates moving mesh modelling of cohesive interfaces
in order to simulate crack initiation and propagation between concrete and FRP strengthening.
Interface elements are used to predict debonding mechanisms. The concrete beams, as well as the
FRP strengthening, follow a one-dimensional model based on Timoshenko beam kinematics theory,
whereas the adhesive layer is simulated by using a 2D plane stress formulation. The implementation,
which is developed in the framework of a finite element (FE) formulation, as well as the solution
scheme and a numerical case study are presented.
Keywords: FRP; ALE; CZM; moving mesh; debonding

1. Introduction
Due to their excellent mechanical properties, composite materials are frequently adopted in
several engineering fields [1,2]. In civil engineering applications specifically, FRP are largely utilised as
internal reinforcement in concrete structures [3–5], to fabricate lightweight structural systems [6–12],
and to strengthen existing structural elements [13–16].
In particular, external strengthening techniques based on FRP systems are adopted in order to
retrofit concrete existing structures [17,18]. Typically, such strengthening materials can theoretically
provide high performance from a mechanical point of view, although internal defects at the interface
level may generate the activation of premature failure mechanisms [19]. Indeed, the interface between
the concrete beams and the strengthening element plays a fundamental role in the dynamic response
of structural systems. The delamination of the strengthening system may cause substantial reductions
in the design load-carrying capacity, and catastrophic failure modes in the structure. One of the most
likely failure modes is edge debonding. It may occur under load levels that are below those that
drive the structure into the nonlinear range and, in some cases, are still lower than the serviceability
limits [18].
Several experimental works have shown the edge debonding mechanism that triggers the
immediate failure of the element [20].
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However, most of the works present in the literature do not take the dynamic nature of the physical
phenomenon into account. In contrast, dynamic effects produced by crack propagation have been
extensively investigated in other contexts, in which sophisticated numerical models were adopted.
A distinction should be made concerning existing formulations, since explicit [21,22] or implicit [23–25]
crack representations can be used to simulate interfacial defects. Implicit crack formulations adopt
continuum models that are based on constitutive relationships able to predict stiffness reductions.
On the other hand, such a modelling approach is not able to provide detailed information about
the dimension of the crack, which is essential to describe fracture phenomena accurately. Moreover, it
is unable to capture the formation of the dominant cracks which cause the failure mechanisms. Since
refined mesh discretisation is required, explicit approaches are therefore preferred to continuum models.
It is worth noting that explicit approaches require specific formulations and numerical tools to
quantify the corresponding fracture parameters. Hence, crack growth can be expressed as a function
of fracture mechanic variables such as stress intensity factor or strain energy release rate. As far
as the crack length vanishes, the energy release rate( ERR )variable is not defined, and the stresses
are not affected by the classical singularity behaviour. However, the inability to reproduce crack
initiation can be bypassed by appropriate crack criteria. These may utilise coupled relationships
described in terms of energy and stress variables and evaluate the applied loading, crack onset,
and evolution. Alternatively, cohesive zone models (CZMs) can provide an easy way to simulate
debonding phenomena, including crack onset. In this work, a CZM is adopted to simulate crack
evolution for both static and dynamic load conditions. An essential advantage of CZMs is their ability
to predict crack onset and propagation directly without introducing pre-existing debonding length.
However, the initial finite stiffness may produce, in brittle solids, an excess of compliance, and in
those cases in which a high stiffness is introduced, spurious traction oscillations [26]. Such problems
may be partially overcome by introducing a very fine discretisation at the crack tip front to obtain a
high resolution of the characteristic fracture length of the interface. It is envisaged that the resulting
models could be affected by computational complexities because of the large number of variables and
non-linearities involved in the interfaces.
As a consequence, in order to avoid some of the issues previously mentioned, numerical
models based on moving mesh methodology (a numerical tool widely used in various engineering
problems [27,28]) were developed.
Lonetti [29] developed a methodology based on fracture mechanics and moving mesh methodology,
which is able to simulate dynamic delamination phenomena in layered structures.
Similarly, a numerical scheme based on a coupled approach between the moving mesh and the
cohesive zone modelling was proposed in [30]. In this work, a moving mesh methodology based on an
arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation was introduced in the interface regions, leaving the
governing equations of the structural model basically unaltered.
This work is therefore aimed at developing a numerical model based on ALE and CZM to
simulate edge debonding on beams strengthened with FRP edge debonding of the adhesive and FRP
layers. The numerical formulation was previously proposed to simulate the debonding mechanism of
layered and bonded structural members such as composite sandwich structures. The results of such
applications were verified against both experimental and numerical results. The generalisation of the
method proposed in this paper was applied to concrete beams strengthened in flexure with FRP and
subjected to transverse dynamic loading. The work is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
formulation of the model; Section 3 illustrates the outcomes; and some remarkable conclusions are
discussed in Section 4.
2. Formulation of the Model
The FRP-strengthened concrete beams were modelled by means of an assembly of layers.
The concrete beams, as well as the FRP strengthening, followed a one-dimensional model based on

from the onset to crack advancement (Figure 1). From the mathematical point of view, a
computational (moving) mesh was implemented as the image of the grid points in the referential
(fixed) configuration. In particular, the prescribed motion was expressed in terms of the following
Laplace-based equations developed for static (S) or dynamic (D) frameworks [31]:
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The materials of each layer were assumed to be linear elastic, and hypotheses concerning small
At both the interfaces, a traction separation law (TSL) was adopted to simulate triggering and
displacements and strains were considered in the analyses. This assumption can be adopted since
growth of interfacial defects. It is worth noting that the proposed model was quite general and
in more realistic cases the edge debonding precedes severe cracking phenomena as well as material
potentially each kind of TSL could be implemented on the moving domain, guaranteeing a refined
non-linearity in concrete.
description of the fracture parameters and the application of cohesive interlinear stresses in the
As shown in Figure 1, the model was based on two cohesive ALE interface elements which
process zone (Figure 1). To reproduce the case study reported in [18], the TSL was taken in agreement
were introduced between adhesive–concrete and adhesive–FRP strip elements. As a consequence,
with that proposed by Volokh and Needleman [32,33]:
debonding phenomena may affect the layered structures at two different interface levels.
According to ALE methodology, the interfacial crack growth was expressed as a function of two
coordinate systems, i.e., referential and moving, which parametrise the motion of the process zone
from the onset to crack advancement (Figure 1). From the mathematical point of view, a computational
(moving) mesh was implemented as the image of the grid points in the referential (fixed) configuration.
In particular, the prescribed motion was expressed in terms of the following Laplace-based equations
developed for static (S) or dynamic (D) frameworks [31]:
k
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It is worth noting that Equation (1) required boundary and initial conditions (in dynamics), which
depend on the motion of the process zone lengths.
At both the interfaces, a traction separation law (TSL) was adopted to simulate triggering and
growth of interfacial defects. It is worth noting that the proposed model was quite general and
potentially each kind of TSL could be implemented on the moving domain, guaranteeing a refined
description of the fracture parameters and the application of cohesive interlinear stresses in the process
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Figure 2. Normalised cohesive laws. Normal traction (left); shear traction and slip (right).
Figure 2. Normalised cohesive laws. Normal traction (left); shear traction and slip (right).

In order to set the motion of the crack front, a proper energy based failure criterion
In order to set the motion of the crack front, a proper energy based failure criterion was
was implemented.
implemented.
The prescribed mesh motion consisted of the introduction of a rigid displacement at the process
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of the
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In order to simulate the moving of the process zone, the following boundary conditions were
= XT − XT with
g f (X
and g f (XT ) ≤ 0.
(4)
introduced to simulate theΩdisplacements
of the
process
T ) = 0 zone:
  X T  X T with g f ( X T )  0 and g f ( X T )  0 .
(4)
Additional details about the
mesh motion of the interface region as well as the kinematic
formulation of the problem are discussed in [31,34]. The novelty of this research consists in the
Additional details about the mesh motion of the interface region as well as the kinematic
generalisation and extension of the model to FRP-strengthened concrete beams and the application of
formulation of the problem are discussed in [31,34]. The novelty of this research consists in the
generalisation and extension of the model to FRP-strengthened concrete beams and the application
of the moving mesh methodology for the simulation of edge debonding that can typically occur in
such structural elements under dynamic loading.
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Since the governing equations are intrinsically nonlinear, an incremental–iterative procedure
4. Results
was adopted to evaluate the current solution. The computational algorithm, implemented in the FE
The numerical performance of the proposed model was verified by reproducing a case study
environmental program, is extensively described in [36].
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accurately capture the effects produced by crack growth. In Figure 5a, the loading displacement curve
The structure was loaded under a displacement control mode with a loading rate equal to 10 mm/s.
is reported.
However, time steps were varied during the simulation from 1 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−6 s in order to accurately
capture the effects produced by crack growth. In Figure 5a, the loading displacement curve is reported.
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Figure 4. Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP)-strengthened concrete beam configuration and loading
scheme.

At first, the FRP-strengthened concrete beams showed a linear elastic branch. Then, an
oscillatory and variable behaviour showing a high rate of variability was observed. In Figure 5b, a
detail of the resistance curve at the point in which the crack onset is activated is in good agreement
with the numerical model developed by Rabinovitch [18]. It is clear that the proposed methodology
was able to detect the dynamic nature of the debonding process, as revealed by the oscillations
Figure 4.4. Fibre-reinforced
Fibre-reinforced
polymer
(FRP)-strengthened
concrete
beam configuration
and
polymer
(FRP)-strengthened
concrete
beam configuration
and loading
around the new static equilibrium branch.
loading
scheme. scheme.

At first, the FRP-strengthened concrete beams showed a linear elastic branch. Then, an
oscillatory and variable behaviour showing a high rate of variability was observed. In Figure 5b, a
detail of the resistance curve at the point in which the crack onset is activated is in good agreement
with the numerical model developed by Rabinovitch [18]. It is clear that the proposed methodology
was able to detect the dynamic nature of the debonding process, as revealed by the oscillations
around the new static equilibrium branch.

Figure 5. Loading displacement curve: comparison with numerical data published in [18].
Figure
5. Loading
displacement
curve:
numerical
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in [18].the
(a)crack
The
(a)
The loading
displacement
curve;
(b) Acomparison
detail of thewith
resistance
curvedata
at the
point in which
loading
displacement curve; (b) A detail of the resistance curve at the point in which the crack onset
onset is activated.
is activated.

At first, the FRP-strengthened concrete beams showed a linear elastic branch. Then, an oscillatory
and variable
behaviour
showing
a highstarts
rate of
was observed.
In instead,
Figure 5b,
detail of
According
to [18], the
delamination
at variability
the adhesive–beam
interface;
the aadhesive–
the resistance curve
at the
point in which
the crack
onset
is activated
is in goodwith
agreement
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its integrity.
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developed
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It is[20,37].
clear that the proposed methodology was able to
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in several
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works
detect the dynamic nature of the debonding process, as revealed by the oscillations around the new
5. Loading displacement curve: comparison with numerical data published in [18]. (a) The
staticFigure
equilibrium
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loading displacement curve; (b) A detail of the resistance curve at the point in which the crack onset
According to [18], the delamination starts at the adhesive–beam interface; instead, the adhesive–
is activated.
strengthening interface maintains its integrity. Such behaviour is consistent with the debonding
mechanism detected in several experimental works [20,37].
According to [18], the delamination starts at the adhesive–beam interface; instead, the adhesive–
In Figure 6a,b the temporal location and speed of the debonding front of the numerical formulation
strengthening interface maintains its integrity. Such behaviour is consistent with the debonding
are compared with that arising from the reference [18]. It is worth noting that the moving mesh
mechanism detected in several experimental works [20,37].
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Figure 6. Comparison in terms of crack tip position versus time (a); Comparison in terms of crack tip
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5. Conclusions
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This denotes computational consistency, accuracy, and robustness.
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